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Printing your poster on 8.5 x 11

1. Open PDF in Adobe Acrobat or Reader.

2. File > Print.

3. Set Page Sizing & Handling to “Poster” or “Tile”.

4. Printer will automatically set the orientation of your paper to Landscape (12 page document). If Portrait orientation (9 page document) is desired, set Scale to 90% and select Portrait.
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If you’d like to have your poster print seamlessly on one sheet we suggest you outsource the production to a professional printer.

Posters must be proportional to 8.5” x 95”. (Width x Length)

Proportional paper sizes to print on with standard widths:
  11” x 123”
  17” x 190”
  24” x 266”
  36” x 399”

We suggest Large Format Printing on Matte Paper. Quality & thickness of paper are up to you.